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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we propose a new online learning method for measuring affinity between tracklets in
multi-target tracking. As targets and background usually keep changing in the video, fixed affinity
measurement could not adapt to their variations. Most existing affinity learning methods construct
labeled samples based on the obtained tracklets, and then minimize a predefined loss function to get an
optimal affinity measurement. However, those methods simply assume that the training error equals to
testing error which is not true in many of real time tracking scenarios. Differently, we propose to learn
affinity measurement through CovBoosting, which considers the evolution of the tracklets and could
obtain affinity measurement with more discriminative ability. To deal with targets' disappearance and
new targets' appearance, we combine tracklet affinity with contextual information to do an optimal
inference. Moreover, an online updating algorithm is developed to guarantee that the learned tracklet
affinity is always optimal for tracking targets in current sliding window. Experimental results on
benchmark datasets demonstrate that tracklet affinity learned with our method is more discriminative
and could greatly improve the performance of the multi-target tracker.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Multi-target tracking has been a hot research topic for decades,
for its wide applications in computer vision fields such as traffic
surveillance, human–computer interaction and 3D scene reconstruc-
tion. As objects' appearance and number change, occlusions exist and
so on, inferring trajectory for each target is very challenging.

With the significant improvement in object detection, many
association based multi-target tracking methods e.g. [1–3] are
proposed and achieve good performance. Provided detection
results, they try to link the results or tracklets belonging to the
same object to form its trajectory. Therefore, determining whether
two tracklets should be linked is very critical. In other words, how
to measure the affinity or similarity between tracklets is one of the
critical problems in multi-target tracking. Some off-line methods
such as [4,5] first define or learn affinity measurement offline, and
then formalize multi-targets tracking into some classical problems
such as maximizing network flow [6], linear programming [7] and
so on. However, they assume that a fixed unified affinity measure
could be used to measure the similarity between tracklets at

different frames. Apparently, they neglect the variance of the
targets. Generally, in a video, due to variations of illumination,
background, pose and so on, the appearance of the targets can
hardly remain the same. In the field of single object tracking, many
online methods [8–10] have been proposed to learn appearance
model for the tracked targets. Their superior performance demon-
strates that adjusting appearance model and affinity measurement
to adapt to target's changes are very useful for tracking.

Many online learning methods [12–16,31] are developed to learn
affinity measurement or appearance model for targets in an online
manner. However, those methods usually learn only with obtained
training samples, neglecting that the tracklets to be analyzed in real-
time tracking applications is different with them. Therefore, the
learned affinity measure may be not effective for associating
unlabeled tracklets. As shown in [10], in single object tracking, the
distributions of the target and background in adjacent frames varies
considerably. It is necessary to take this phenomenon into account
and design transfer learning method to deal with it. We think this
phenomenon also exists in multi-target tracking. Therefore when
learning affinity measurement or appearance model, it is reasonable
to assume that the distributions of obtained training samples and
unlabeled samples are different. Besides the target's appearance, the
motion pattern [18] is another important information for inferring
target's position and linear motion model is the most popular used.
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As analyzed in many papers, such as [17,19–21], contextual informa-
tion is very useful for predicting target's position.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a new online learning
method to learn affinity measure, which is further combined with
motion information, the constraints of scale changes and velocity
variations. To deal with entry and disappearance of the targets,
two special detections, referred as Start and End respectively, are
introduced to denote target's entry and exit of the scene. The
affinity between detections and them is estimated according to
contextual information. The framework of our whole tracking
method is shown in Fig. 1. First, like other association based
methods, pedestrian detector is adopted to obtain the position of
the objects. Simple tracking method is used to generate short
tracklets, fromwhich we generate many unlabeled tracklet pairs as
well as a few labeled tracklet pairs. Meanwhile, with trajectory
obtained in previous frames, labeled tracklet pairs are collected
and used as auxiliary samples. Second, with semi-supervised
CovBoosting method, appearance affinity measure between track-
lets is learned. Considering motion smoothness, motion affinity
between tracklets is computed and fused with appearance affinity.
Finally, after determining similarity between obtained trajectory
and new tracklets, multi-target tracking is formulated as an
optimal matching problem. The main contributions of the pro-
posed method are summarized as follows.

� An online appearance affinity learning method which considers
differences between the distribution of the tracklets in differ-
ent frames.

� Effective Gaussian models to describe the motion, size and
velocity information of the trajectory of a target, which is used
to measure the smoothness of two tracklets.

� An simple but effective weighted summarization approach for
fusing above two similarities, in which the weights could be
updated automatically.

� Contextual information is used to estimate the probability that
a target exits or enters the view of the camera.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related
works. Then in Section 3, the formalization of association based multi-
target tracking is presented in detail. In Section 4, experimental results
on several public datasets and analysis are provided. Finally, the
conclusion and future work are given in Section 5.

2. Related works

Appearance, motion and contextual information are three kinds
of information commonly used for tracking. First, simple fixed
appearance model or template [19,11,17,20,29,6,7,12–14,16,18] is
used, but it suffers from variations of targets and background
and many methods [12–14,16,18] are proposed to learn adap-
tive appearance model or affinity measure online. For offline

multi-target tracking, many methods first generate tracklets, and
learn affinity measurement to give the tracklets that belong to the
same trajectory higher affinity score. Then multi-target tracking is
formalized as a global optimal association problem. Meanwhile, to
better discriminate targets, some methods are proposed to online
learn appearance models. They associate tracklets progressively to
longer one. At each level, based on the obtained tracklets, online
methods are used to learn better appearance models.

Besides appearance information, motion information [11,17–20]
and contextual information [11,17,20,21] are usually used for associa-
tion. Simple linear models are widely used in [14,20]. The affinity
or link probability between tracklets is estimated according to how
they satisfy the motion model. As targets will not move alone, they
are affected by environments, other objects and so on. Contextual
information is exploited to predict target's motion effectively. Mean-
while, to determine whether a detection is the start or end of a
trajectory, the structure of the scene [32,33] or statistic motion
information [33] is used to find sinks or sources or give one region
a probability indicating the possibility of a target disappearing or
appearing from it.

Different from the above methods, our approach is designed for
online multi-target tracking, which can process video stream more
timely. The existing online appearance model learning methods,
which trained appearance model with samples in the whole video,
need not consider targets' and background's variations in the stream-
ing data. While in this paper, we assume that at time t, the trajectories
of the targets before time t are already obtained and we aim to link
new tracklets with those trajectories. Therefore, the samples we
constructed based on trajectories may follow different distribution
with that constructed with new tracklets. So we propose a semi-
supervised learningmethod to learn discriminative appearance model.
Then considering motion information, we estimate the final link
affinity between trajectory and tracklets. Finally, we formulate multi-
target tracking as an optimal matching problem and adopt KP [34]
algorithm to solve it.

3. The approach of our association based online multi-target
tracking

Provided the video, a pedestrian detector is first used to detect
people. Then based on the detection results, we simply associate
them to form short tracklets denoted by Ti. See Fig. 2 for example.
In this process, simple object tracker such as [27,28] could be used
to obtain those tracklets. After this, multi-target tracking becomes
how to link those tracklets together to formulate the complete
trajectory of each target.

3.1. Online appearance affinity learning for tracklets association

Before presenting our method, we first explain the important
variables that are frequently used in the following paper. Table 1

Video
Sequences

Pedestrian
Detector

Tracklet
Generation

Tracklet
Association

Motion Affinity 
Estimation

Auxiliary
labeled tracklet 
Pair Samples

Tracking
Results

Target
Tracklet
Pair Set 

Semi-supervised 
CovBoosting Based 

Appearance Affinity 
Learning

Affinity 
Fusion

Fig. 1. The procedures of our multi-target tracking algorithm.
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provides the detail illustration of those variables. Similar to other
methods, our affinity measure mainly depends on motion, time and
appearance information. Specifically, without loss of generality, we
assume Ti:StartrTj:Start, then the affinity of two tracklets is
learned by semi-supervised CovBoost [10].

3.2. Motion constraints or prediction for multi-target tracking

Motion is one of the important factors for inferring targets'
states. Usually, in a short time, targets are assumed to move with
uniform velocities [22]. Meanwhile, the velocities of the same
target are not dependent with each other. In Fig. 3, we statistic the
mean and variance of the speed at the previous frames and plot
them in magenta, and the actual speed in this frame is plotted in
blue. We can see that generally the speed in current frame would
not deviate from the statistic mean of the speed in previous frames
so much. Therefore, we could assume that the velocity sequences
follow Gaussian distribution and update its mean and variation
timely. Similarly, we also model the scale changes as a Gaussian
Distribution sequence.

Similarity based on motion information: We predict the tracked
target's (Ti) position assuming he moves at a constant velocity. As
the Ti:Velocity and Tj:Velocity may be different, we use their mean
to estimate the target's position at time Tj:Start. The affinity based
on motion information is computed according to the following
equation.

Mi;j ¼ exp � JTj:SPos�Ti:EPos�Vi;jnðTj:End�Ti:StartÞÞJ2
ρ2

( )
ð1Þ

where Vi;j ¼ ð0:5ðTi:VelocityþTj:VelocityÞ, ρ is the variance describ-
ing the error of our motion predictor. Apparently, if the start

position is consistent with our prediction, the similarity would be
high. According to the above analysis, velocity affinity is modeled
as Eq. (2).

Vi;j ¼Nðv; Ti:MVelocity; Ti:VVelocityÞNðv; Tj:MVelocity; Tj:VVelocityÞ
ð2Þ

Besides, the size of the same target should not varies quite
differently and could be used for measuring affinity. Fig. 4 shows
an example. Generally, scale of the target in the adjacent frames
would not vary significantly. So we define scale affinity as Eq. (3).

Si;j ¼NðTi:EScale�Scaleði; jÞ; Ti:MeanScale; Ti:VarScaleÞ
NðScaleði; jÞ�Tj:SScale; Tj:MeanScale; Tj:VarScaleÞ
expð�KLðNðTi:MeanScale; Ti:VarScaleÞ;NðTj:MeanScale; Tj:VarScaleÞÞÞ

ð3Þ
where Scaleði; jÞ denotes average scale variation between the last
detection of Ti and the first detection of Tj.

Appearance similarity learning: Usually, the appearance of the
target and background vary continually. Therefore, their data
distribution does not remain the same [10]. However, most
existing multi-target tracking methods [13] neglect the distribu-
tion variations when learning discriminative appearance models
for targets. Similar to [10], we assume that the data distribution in
previous frames and that in the current frame follow “Covariate
Shift”. Then we choose CovBoost to learn the appearance similar-
ity. We use oDi;Dj; yi;j4 to represent the sample, where yi;j ¼ 1
means detection result Di and Dj belong to the same target and
yi;j ¼ �1 means they are detection results of different object. Then

Fig. 2. Illustration for association based multi-target tracking.

Table 1
The illustrations for some variables.

Variable Explanation

Ti The ith tracklet
Ti :Start The starting frame of Ti
Ti :End The ending frame of Ti
Ti :MeanVelocityDiff Mean of the difference between velocities in adjacent detections
Ti :VarVeloctiyDiff Variance of the difference between velocities in adjacent detections
Ti :MeanScale Mean of the scale changes between two adjacent detections
Ti :VarScale Variance of the scale changes
Ti :MeanMotionPreError Mean of the error of motion prediction model
Ti :VarMotionPreError Variance of the error of motion prediction model
Ti :NumDection The number of detections belonging to this tracklet
Ti :MVelocity The average velocity of the target along with Ti
Ti :VVelocity The variance of the velocity alongwith Ti
Ti :SPos The starting position of Ti
Ti :EPos The ending position of Ti
Ti :SScale The scale change in the first two frames of Ti
Ti :EScale The scale change in the last two frames of Ti
Ti :Cur The curvature of Ti
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Fig. 3. Mean and variations of the velocity in the previous frames. Blue line denotes
the velocity in every frame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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let χa, χt and U denote auxiliary labeled samples, target labeled
samples and unlabeled samples respectively. Since we assume that
auxiliary samples and target samples follow different distribution,
auxiliary samples are first shifted to target sample space through
re-weight as shown in the first two images in Fig. 5. Similar to loss
function of Adaboost, we hope our classifier (denoted by Hð�Þ) can
classify the labeled samples correctly. For example, in the right
image in Fig. 5, example xþ

1 is a positive sample, we hope Hðxþ
1 Þ

equal to 1. The first two items reflect penalty on inconsistency
between the classification results of labeled samples and their
labels. Meanwhile, we consider data consistency which is proved
to be very useful in many semi-supervised learning method. That
is if the observations of two samples are similar, their labels
should be similar. Taken u1,u3 for example, u1 is close to u3,
therefore we hope Hðu1Þ is close to Hðu3Þ. Besides, u3 is very similar
to xþ

1 , so we hope Hðu3Þ is closer to 1. The last three items in Eq. (4)
reflect penalty on data consistency. Through minimizing the loss
function defined by Eq. (4), we can obtain a strong classifier Hð�Þ,
which is the weighted sum of weak classifiers hsm ð�Þ.

LðH; χa; χt ;UÞ ¼
X

〈Di ;Dj ;yi;j〉A χa

ptðDi;Dj; yi;jÞ
paðDi;Dj; yi;jÞ

expf�yi;jHðDi;DjÞg
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

loss on the auxiliary data

þ
X

〈Di ;Dj ;yi;j〉A χt

expf�yi;jHðDi;DjÞg
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

loss on the target data

þ
X

〈Di ;Dj ;yi;j 〉A χa
〈Dp ;Dq 〉AU

ptðDi;Dj; yi;jÞ
paðDi;Dj; yi;jÞ

Sði; j;p; qÞ expf�yi;jHðDp;DqÞg

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
loss measuring data consistency between auxiliary data and unlabeled data

þ
X

〈Di ;Dj ;yi;j 〉A χt
〈Dp ;Dq 〉AU

Sði; j; p; qÞ expf�yi;jHðDp;DqÞg

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
loss measuring data consistency between target data and unlabeled data

þ
X

〈Di ;Dj 〉AU

〈Dp ;Dq 〉AU

Sði; j; p; qÞ expf�HðDi;DjÞHðDp;DqÞg

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
loss measuring data consistency between unlabeled data

ð4Þ

where Sði; j; p; qÞ denotes the similarity between 〈Di;Dj〉 and
〈Dp;D1〉. It is easily to obtain the solution according to our previous
work [10].

3.3. Formulation of online affinity learning for multi-target tracking

We first associate obtained tracklets into trajectories. As time
going, we obtained new tracklets, and need to associate themwith
trajectories as shown in Fig. 6. Let L¼ l1; l2;…; lm represent the
obtained trajectory and Tn; Tnþ1;…; Tnþ r denote the new tracklets
to be associated. We use R(l) to represent the detection results set
that belong to trajectory (or tracklet) l.

First, we construct sample set. Auxiliary labeled samples are
collected from L. The positive auxiliary sample set
χþ
a ¼ RðliÞ � RðliÞ; i¼ 1;2;…;m, while the negative auxiliary sample
set χ�

a ¼ RðliÞ � RðljÞ; io j. The labeled target sample set is con-
structed based on new tracklets: χþ

t ¼ RðTiÞ � RðTiÞ and
χ�
t ¼ RðTiÞ � RðTjÞ; TjANðTiÞ, where NðTiÞ ¼ fTj j0o Tj:Start� Ti:

Endo15&JTj:SPos�Ti:EPosJoRthreshg denotes the set of confusing
tracklets that are not associated with Ti but share the similar
motion information. Then the unlabeled samples are U ¼ R ðTiÞ�
RðTjÞ; TjANðTiÞ. Then we can learn Hð�Þ to compute the appearance
similarity and fuse it with motion similarity through multiplying
them Aðli; TjÞ ¼Mðli; TjÞHðli; TjÞ. To deal with target's disappearance
and appearance, we introduce two nodes: Start and End.

To evaluate the affinity between a detection and Start or End,
we first discover some boarder regions (denoted by B) that are in
four boarders of the frame and contain people detections. See
Fig. 7(a) for an example. On the right side of the frame, the region

Fig. 5. Illustration for loss function.
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Fig. 4. Mean and variations of the scale in the previous frames. Blue line denotes
the scale in every frame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) Fig. 6. Illustration for online association based multi-target tracking.
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where people labeled with red and yellow rectangles is an entry to
the view of camera. We statistic the number of detections ðNi;jÞ in
every region of the frame, then the probability that a target exits
and enters from Bi;j is estimated with Ni;jð1�expð�r2=σ2ÞÞ.
Fig. 7(b) is the probability map of Fig. 7(a). Then the tracklets
whose last detection is in these regions are more likely to exit the
view of the camera; the tracklets whose first detection is in these
regions are more likely to be the start of a trajectory.

Let aði; jÞ ¼ αMi;jV i;jSi;jþð1:0�αÞHðTi; TjÞ. Specially, að0; jÞ denotes
affinity between Start and Tj and aði;mþ1Þ is the affinity between
Ti and End. Then multi-target tracking could be formalized as

max
X

X
i;j

xi;jai;j

subject to :
Xr

j ¼ 1

xi;j ¼ 1; i¼ 1;2;…;m

Xm
i ¼ 1

xi;j ¼ 1; j¼ 1;2;…; r

x0;0 ¼ 0; xi;jAf1;0g ð5Þ

This is a classical matching problem and KM [34] could be used
to obtain the optimal solution.

Once we obtain the solution, we get new trajectories and could
generate new labeled samples χa

new. Provided new tracklets to be
associated, we construct new labeled target samples χt and
unlabeled samples U. Then we update Hð�Þ to adapt to target's
variances.

Algorithm 1. The proposed multi-target tracking method.

To determine the weight (α) of motion information automati-
cally, we analysis its importance with the training data. First, we
set α¼ 1, and solve the optimization problem on the training data.
The precision only using motion information is denoted as PREM.
Similar, the precision only using appearance information is
denoted as PREA. Then we set

α¼ PREM
PREMþPREA

ð6Þ

The complete procedures of our whole tracking algorithm are
shown in Algorithm 1. As discussed in our related work [10], for
each updating, the computation complexity of semi-supervised
CovBoost is Oððj χa j þ j χt j þ jU j ÞMNwÞÞ, where M and Nw denote
the number of selectors and the number of weak classifiers
respectively. In our proposed method, when performing tracklets
association, the cost time is mainly used for updating semi-
supervised CovBoost classifier to infer appearance affinity and
running KM matching to obtain association results. Since the
computation complexity KM matching algorithm is Oðm2Þ, where
m is the number of trajectories, the total computation complexity
is Oððj χa j þ j χt j þ jU j ÞMNwþm3Þ.

3.4. Implementation

We implement our tracking algorithm with Cþþ code. Some
related details that readers will care about are described
specifically.

Feature: Although many features such as color, texture and HoG
could be used for tracking, we select Haar based feature in our
experiment because it could be obtained fast and achieves
excellent performance [35].

Weak Classifier: Provided two Haar feature value f i;m; f j;m
ðj¼ 1;2;…;1000Þ of two image patch to be matched, the
weak classifiers is defined as hðf i;m; f j;mÞ ¼ signðpðf i;m�
f j;mACo j f i;m� f j;mÞ�pðf i;m� f j;mACb j f i;m� f j;mÞÞ. Co and Cb denote
classes of positive and negative association respectively. We
model pðf i;m� f j;mACo j f i;m� f j;mÞ, pðf i;m� f j;mACb j f i;m� f j;mÞ with

Gaussian distribution Nðμio; σioÞ and Nðμib; σibÞ. During tracking,

when receiving the new labeled samples, the parameters ðμio; σioÞ
are updated. In our implementation, the number (Nw) of weak
classifiers is 1000 and the number (M) of selectors is 100.

Memory: We need to store auxiliary samples for updating. The
maximal size of auxiliary samples is set to 1000 (Threshold¼1000). It
is a compromise between tracking speed and accuracy.

Samples collection: Provided the trajectory, the number of
available negative samples is larger. So when we collect samples,
those tracklet pairs whose frame difference is long or motion

Input: the video frame sequences I0; I1;…; IF , people detector
Output: trajectory T1; T2;…; Tk

1 Perform object detection and initialize the simple tracker with detection results to get tracklets;
2 Initialization. χt ¼ empty, χa ¼ empty, Hað�Þ ¼ 0, Htð�Þ ¼ 0, Hð�Þ ¼ 0, the max size of χa: Threshold;
3 Generate training examples including labeled target samples and unlabeled samples;
4 Updating appearance similarity function Hð�Þ ;
5 while not reach the end of the video sequences do
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Compute the affinity between tracklets according to appearance and motion information;
Solve the matching problem using KM ½34�;
Associate the tracklets according to the obtained solution;
χa ¼ χa [ χt ;

if the j χa j4Threshold then
j discard the χa�Threshold oldest sample;
end
Update Hð�Þ using χa as auxiliary samples;
Generate new target labeled samples χt according to the obtained solution;
Update Hð�Þ with new χt ;

Generate new tracklets and create new unlabeled samples U;
Update Hð�Þ with U;

������������������������������
18 end
19 return obtained trajectories T1; T2;…; Tk;
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consistency is low are filtered out. After we associate new tracklets
with obtained trajectory, the labels of the samples in U could be
determined. Meanwhile, χt become out-of-date and its samples
are added to χa; the samples in U as well as their labels construct
new χt.

4. Experiments

In this section, we design experiments to verify the effective-
ness of our methods. To evaluate the performance quantitatively,
the most widely used CLEAR MOT [30] metrics are selected as the
criteria.

Precisionð↑Þ: The number of correctly matched detections
divided by the number of output detections.

Recallð↑Þ: The number of correctly matched detections divided
by the total number of detections in ground truth.

MTð↑Þ: Mostly tracked trajectories – The percentage of the
obtained trajectories whose overlap with ground truth is larger
than 80% divided by the number of trajectories in ground truth.

PTð↑Þ: Partially tracked trajectories – The percentage of the
obtained trajectories whose overlap with ground truth is between
20% and 80% divided by the number of trajectories in ground truth.

IDSð↓Þ: ID Switches – The total number of times that trajectories
change its ID.

FGð↓Þ: Fragments – The total times that a whole trajectory in
ground truth is segmented into different trajectories in tracking
results.

↑ indicates the higher value, the better is the performance in
that criteria; ↓ means just the opposite.

4.1. Analysis on appearance affinity learning algorithm

When learning appearance affinity model, we propose to use
Semi-supervised CovBoost algorithm to deal with targets’ varia-
tions. In this section we compare our learning algorithm with
[13], which online learns discriminative appearance models with
AdaBoost. To be fair, in this comparison, we use the same feature
(HOG, RGB histogram, and covariance matrix). The difference is
that we use semi-supervised CovBoost to learn appearance

Fig. 7. Illustration for determine Start and End node using contextual information. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to
the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 8. Some representative tracking results of SSOCBTDAM.
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models for targets (referred as SSOCBTDAM). We conduct experi-
ments on the same test sequences in [13] and display some
representative tracking results in Fig. 8.

Table 2 displays quantitative comparison and we can see
that SSOCBTDAM achieves better results in all criterias. This
demonstrates that considering targets' variations and learning
with semi-supervised CovBoost algorithm could generate more
discriminative appearance models as well as affinity measurement
for multi-target tracking.

4.2. Comparison with other multi-target tracking methods

In this section, we test our tracker on three widely used public
datasets to show its good performance. The first sequence is PETS
[23] S2.L1, showing people walks across a rotary from different
directions at various velocities. The color of the coats of many
people are similar. The second sequence is TUD Stadmitte, which
is about a busy street recorded with a low static camera. The view
of the camera is small, and the pedestrian appears large. There-
fore, occlusion exists and the length of the trajectory is usually
short. Pedestrian enter and exit the view of the camera fre-
quently. Moreover, occlusion often happens. The last two
sequences are BAHNHOF and SUNNY DAY from ETH Mobile Scene
(ETHMS) dataset [24]. The detail information about the test video
sequences is introduced in Tables 3. We compare with related
works of state-of-the-art [14,25,26,13,15,16], whose description
is provided in Table 4. For simplicity, we use abbreviation of
every tracker at the following parts. To analyze whether the
CovBoost algorithm is effective for appearance affinity learning,
we also test the proposed method only using appearance infor-
mation, referred as SSOCBMTT-A.

Table 5 shows the results of our methods, comparing with the
results of other methods, which are reported in the related papers.
We can see that although SSOCBMTT could not achieve the best
performance in Precision and Recall, its F-score is the highest.
Moreover, the sums of MT and PT of SSOCBMTT on PETS and TUD
are almost one on all the test sequences, meaning that the
percentage of the obtained trajectories whose overlap with ground
truth is larger than 20%, is nearly 100%. Compared to SSOCBMTT-A,
SSOCBMTT makes improvement in all the criterias, proving that
incorporating motion information could be very useful. However,
the improvement of SSOCBMTT on ETHMS is not so significantly,
because the video sequences in ETHMS are recorded with a
moving camera and the motion information would be not so
accurate.

Table 2
Analysis on appearance affinity learning algorithm on public datasets.

Datasets Methods Recall (%) Precision (%) MT (%) PT (%) FG IDS

CAVIAR OLDAM 89.4 96.9 84.6 14.7 18 11
SSOCBT DAM 90.4 97.1 86 14.5 15 9

TRECVID08 OLDAM 80.4 86.1 76.1 19.3 322 224
SSOCBT DAM 84.3 89.2 80.2 17.2 301 202

Table 3
Information about our test videos. NOP: number of pedestrians. ANPT: average
number of detections per trajectory, ANPF: average number of pedestrians
per frame.

Data set Video name Total frames NOP ANPT ANPF

PETS PETS09_S2_L1 794 19 243 5.8
TUD Stadmitte 179 10 111 9.3

ETH BAHNHOF 1000 94 89 8.4
SUNNY DAY 354 30 62 5.3

Table 4
Description of the trackers appeared in our experimental section.

Abbreviation Description of the tracker

Online CRF Online learned CRF Model for Multi-Target Tracking [14]
DC-CRF Discrete-continuous CRF [27]
OLDAMs Online Learned Discriminative Appearance Models [13]
DPAMTT Discriminative Regularization for Online Association Learning

[16]
SSOCBMTT_A Our online multi-target tracker only using appearance affinity
SSOCBMTT The proposed semi-supervised online CovBoost multi-target

tracker

Table 5
Quantitative comparisons of different tracking methods on public test sequences.

Datasets Methods Recall (%) Precision (%) Fscore MT (%) PT (%) FM IDS

PETS_ 09_S2_L1 CRF [14] 91.8 99.0 0.953 89.5 10.5 9 0
DC-CRF [27] – – – 94.7 5.3 15 22
Milan [26] 92.4 98.4 0.954 91.3 4.3 6 11
DPAMTT [16] 96.1 97.5 0.968 94.7 5.3 3 2
SSOCBMTT_A 96.0 97.3 0.967 94.6 5.2 2 1
SSOCBMTT 96.8 98.4 0.976 95.1 4.9 1 0

TUD_Stadmitte CRF [14] 87.0 96.7 0.916 70.0 30.0 1 0
DC-CRF [25] – – – 40.0 60.0 13 15
Milan [26] 84.7 86.7 0.857 77.8 22.2 3 4
DPAMTT [16] 90.6 96.3 0.934 80.0 20.0 4 2
SSOCBMTT_A 90.8 96.3 0.935 81.2 18.3 5 2
SSOCBMTT 91.2 97.3 0.942 84.2 15.8 3 1

ETHMS CRF [14] 79.0 90.4 0.843 68.0 29.0 19 11
DC-CRF [25] – – – – – – –

Milan [26] 77.3 87.2 0.820 66.4 25.4 69 57
DPAMTT [16] 79.3 87.6 0.832 67.0 26.6 26 21
SSOCBMTT_A 80.1 85.2 0.826 68.3 27.3 23 16
SSOCBMTT 82.1 87.3 0.846 68.7 27.6 20 11
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose to use semi-supervised CovBoost
learning algorithm to learn appearance affinity measurement
for multi-target tracking. By considering target's variations, it can
learn more discriminative appearance models (or affinity mea-
surement) for tracklets association. To infer the target's entry or
exit, contextual information is used to estimate the probability
that a tracklet is the start or end of a trajectory. To exploit motion
information, we use Gaussian distribution to model the changes of
velocity and scale, which could further improve the performance
of multi-target tracking.

In our future work, we will focus on how to discover more
accurate contextual information and how to use them for predict-
ing target's motion.
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